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The roles of fabrics in subdrains are identified for normal

groundwater flow conditions to determine hydraulic and pore character-

istics necessary for design considerations. Two conditions are dis-

cussed: (1) the fabric in direct contact with the soil to provide

mechanical support, and (2) the fabric as a filter to remove soil

particles in suspension in water. If direct contact is maintained be-

tween the soil and fabric, control of the hydraulic gradient and/or

pore size will prevent soil migration and fabric plugging by soil

particles. If toe fabric is a filter in t:ne sense that it removes

soil particles suspended in water, the fabric will plug. For tnis

case a method of controlling piping of suspended soil particles by

relating a soil grain size to the coefficient of fabric permeability

is proposed. Relationships between a soil grain size, the soil

Reynolds number, and the soil cake porosity are suggested as means of

evaluating the effect of fabric plugging and soil cake formation. An

experimental design is Proposed to evaluate the applicability of the



proposed equations for the critical hydraulic gradient and the control

of plugging and piping.

Air permeability and falling head water permeability tests were

performed. The falling head test provided for water and fabric deair-

ing. Turbulence was found to exist when testing one layer of fabric

but laminar flow was indicated when testing multiple layers. Compari-

son between air and water permeability test results indicates that

either method can predict fabric permeability with satisfactory

accuracy.
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NOTATION

Term Description Dimensions

A Cross sectional area L
2

2
a Area of cylinder L2

Al Filter constant L
-1

T
-1

A
s

fabricof fabo 7
2

Total fabric area L
2

C Empirical constant Dimensionless

d Mean particle diameter

D _ Grain size for which 13% of the material is
finer by weight

D
85

Grain size for which 85% of the material is
finer by weight

dp Maximum Pore over which bridging may occur . . L

D Mean diameter of smaller sized material

E
o

At rest earth pressure 71,
-2

F
s

Seepage force 71,
-3

h Height of seepage from drain base at distance
x from drain centerline

h, Piezometer reading 1

h
2

Piezometer reading 2 L

h
3

Piezometer reading 3 L

Piezometer reading d L

H Height of soil cake between fabric and
cl

piezometnY. 2

Total height of soil cake

Height of seecace from drain base at distance
a

x, from drain centerline



Notation -- continued

Term Description Dimensions

h
f

Height of seepage from drain base at distance
x
f

from drain centerline

n_ Height of water at end of test

hi Height of water at beginning of test L

hr Head loss at interface L

H
s

Height of soil I

H
sa

Height of unaffected soil L

H
st

Total height of soil L

i Hydraulic gradient Dimensionless

i
c

Critical hydraulic gradient Dimensionless

Permeability L
2

k Coefficient of permeability LT
-2

Coefficient of fabric oermeabilitv computed
LT

-1
from air permeability results

k
ap

Permittivity determined from air oermeability. T
-1

K
c

Kozeny-Carman cake permeability
_2

k
c

Coefficient of soil cake permeability LT
-1

k Ecuivalent soil-fric coefficient of
eq

permeability
-1

kr Unplugged equivalent coefficient of
ea -1

permeability LT

k_ Coefficient of fabric Permeability

k_ Coefficient of plugged fabric oermeabilitv . . LT-1
tp

-1

2 to 5, depending on bed structure Dimensionless

Coefficient of at rest earth pressure Dimensionless

Permittivity



Notation -- continued

Term Description Dimensions

k
s

Coefficient of soil permeability LT
-1

L Thickness of fabric

L
3-4

Height of soil between piezometers 3 and 4 . . L

L
sf

Height of soil plus fabric thickness

n Turbulence coefficient Dimensionless

nk Constant exponent Dimensionless

n Fabric porosity Dimensionless

n
t

Number of timings required Dimensionless

q Quantity of flow per unit time L
3
T
-1

a Overburden pressuro FL
-2

-o

Re Reynolds number Dimensionless

r. Maximum pore radius
1

r
o

r. Plus fiber diameter

S
o

Specific surface L
-1

t Time

Flow velocity IT

W
a Pressure on soil from overburden above fabric

at feat y FL

Force on fiber from overburden
0

Passive forte on fibers due to aggregate . . . F

W
pd

Distributed pressure on the soil resulting
-7

from W
0

N' E=f,-+-ive weight of soil 7 1.,

-3

x Distance from drain centerline to any point. .



Notation continued

Term Description Dimensions

x
d

Distance from drain centerline to inner edge
of fabric surface

x_ Distance from drain centerline to outer edge
of fabric surface

Y Depth below fiber level L

z Depth of overburden L

i Fabric unit weight FL
-3

7 Unit weight of water at 20°C FL
-3

20°C

Unit weight of overburden FL
-3

'a

Unit weight of fabric solids FL
-3

Effective unit weight of soil FL
-3

FL
Y

-3Unit weight of water -1,w

L', h Head loss L

cl, he Head loss across soil cake L

L h
p

Head loss across plugged fabric L

Total head loss L

P Pressure drop across fabric

A 0
b

Pressure drop across fabric when bubble
apPear's

3 Largest particle that will pass a filter .

Cake porosity Dimensionless

Contact angle Degrees

Absolute viscosity of air at 70°F 7.7t 772

.-1

waterbsolute viscosity of wawater .320 °C FL
-2

20°C

Absolute viscosity of water at test
temPerat"



Notation -- continued

Term Description Dimensions

Coefficient of variation Percent

k
Kinematic viscosity L

2
T
-1

Surface tension FL-1



FABRICS IN SUBDRAINS:
MECHANISMS OF FILTRATION AND THE MEASUREMENT OF PERMEABILITY

I. INTRODUCTION

Control of subsurface water is often a problem during and after con-

struction of an engineering project. Drainage must be provided such that

excessive water pressures or seepage forces do not develop. Inadequate

drainage may result in the instability of a soil mass, with subsequent

structural failure.

The need for adequate drainage of highways has become especially

apparent in recent years with the increasing number of pavement failures

attributed to poor drainage [44]. Conventional drainage design normally

specifies graded aggregate filters such that soil movement into hydraulic

structures is prevented. However, due to recent technological advances

in the textile industry and the depletion of suitable aggregate sources,

fabrics have gained increased acceptance as effective filters in drain-

age systems. Drainage applications that might incorporate a fabric as a

filter medium include trench drains, French drains, wrapped pipes, base

course drains, and structural drains such as behind retaining walls and

rock buttresses. The replacement of conventional aggregate filters with

fabric reduces the amount of aggregate needed, eliminates the need for

strict gradation control during filter placement, provides greater ease

of construction, and, in most cases, reduces the overall cost of the

drain.

Numbers in brackets refer to iiems in the Bibliograohy.
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Unfortunately, the rapid increase in fabric usage has not been

accompanied by the development of suitable design technology. Basical-

ly, it is known that the filter fabric must satisfy two requirements in

filtration applications. First, the fabric must be sufficiently per-

meable to allow removal of groundwater without the buildup of exces-

sive water pressures. Second, the fabric must be able to prevent pip-

ing or subsurface erosion of the soil mass being drained. Current

specifications [38, 39] attempt to satisfy these requirements by

specifying a characteristic pore size and/or the fabric permeability.

Although most installations built to these specifications have been suc-

cessful, there is not a sound basis for the acceptance or rejection of

these specifications. A general theory of filtration mechanisms neces-

sary for the design of a fabric filter is not available at this time.

Purpose and Scope

The purposes of this investigation are to explain the filtration

processes and mechanisms in a soil-fabric-drain system and to investi-

gate measurement of fabric permeability.

The scope of this project is limited to seepage cases which develop

as a result of seepage conditions. Surging or pumping conditions which

develop as a result of wave or repetitive traffic loads are not covered.

Although experimental and theoretical discussions generally apply to

all filtration applications, attention is focused on trench drain. The

study begins with a review and analysis of the literature pertaining to
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fabric filter design. Significant fabric properties to minimize

particle migration and ensure adequate drainage are next identified.

Test development is restricted to measurement of hydraulic and filtra-

tion characteristics only. In addition, data are collected from per-

meability tests only. The influences of biological growth and chemical

or mechanical degradation on filtration behavior are not considered.
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II. BACKGROUND

Background information is provided in this section in the form of

a literature review. Analysis is also included to provide background

necessary for later development of filtration mechanisms, tests, and

specifications.

Filtration Cases

Four distinct conditions of filtration are identified. Three of

these are illustrated in Figure 1. In Case 1, the fabric is in direct

contact with the soil. This condition is expected to dominate in most

installations.

In Case 2, there is a gap between the fabric and the soil. This

condition has been reported by the New York Department of Transporta-

tion [29]. This situation may be common, since variations in soil con-

ditions may contribute to irregular trenches caused by boulders, cave-

ins, and other factors. Case 2 may be reduced to Case 1 if the fabric

is sufficiently flexible to conform to the shape of the cavity during

aggregate placement.

In Case 3, a soil-water mixture is filtered by the fabric. As

heavy traffic passes and water and soil are ejected at high pressures

directly onto the fabric. This process may lead to the development of

a void behind the fabric. Alternatively, a soil cake on the fabric may

form if the fabric Plugs with soil particles. Fabric plugging may

develop if one or both of the following occur: (1) soil particles



FIGURE 1. Filtration Cases
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become trapped in surface fabric pores (i.e. blinding), or (2) soil

particles become entrapped within the fabric thickness (i.e. clogging).

Figure 2 illustrates both methods of plugging. Fabric plugging may

significantly reduce the permeability of the fabric and thereby prevent

the removal of water from beneath the pavement and the stability of the

base may be reduced. This phenomenon has been reported by the Georgia

Decartment of Transportation [14].

In Case 4, the fabric is exposed to water containing suspended

solids. This situation might occur during the construction phase if

the trench extends below the groundwater table. Alternatively, rain-

fall during construction might wash fine particles into the fabric. In

a laboratory study, it was found that fabrics become plugged when ex-

posed to dirty ditch water [19].

In terms of soil types, silts and fine sands present the most

troublesome cases of particle migration or plugging. Gulati, et al.

[17] have noted that saturated uniform porous media with particle

diameters from 0.1 mm to 0.25 mm are the most critical for causing

sedimentation in subsurface agricultural drains. Permeabilities are

high and the velocities required to cause particle motion are low. On

the other hand, clay soils are not normally troublesome because of their

very low permeabilities and the high gradients that are necessary to

achieve the velocity to set the Particles in motion. Strong attraction

between clay Particles minimize particle migration.
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Fabric Tvoes

The development of filtration mechanisms requires a general under-

standing of the commonly used fabrics. Fabrics may be divided into two

broad groups: (1) woven fabrics and (2) nonwoven fabrics. Both types

may be manufactured from one or a combination of the following polymers:

(1) polypropylene, (2) Polyester, (3) nylon, (4) polyethylene, and (5)

polyvinylidene chloride. The first two polymers are most co., :only used.

Woven fabrics are characterized by a highly ordered structure in

which fibers or yarns are oriented perpendicular to and overlap each

other. Woven fabrics may be multifilament, monofilament or slit film.

Multifilament fabrics are woven from yarns composed of many filaments.

Small pores exist within these yarns. Monofilament fabrics are woven

from strands which are single filaments. Pores are relatively uniform,

with a much lower degree of tortuosity than those found in nonwoven

fabrics. Slit film fabrics are woven from ribbons of thin polypropylene

sheets. Slit film woven fabrics are less uniform than the monofilament

fabrics. Since the ribbons are not bonded together, they may separate

and alter the pore characteristics.

Three types of nonwoven fabrics are widely used in filtration

applications. These are: (1) heat bonded fabrics, (2) resin bonded

fabrics, and (3) needle punched fabrics. The fabrics differ in the

method of joining the randomly oriented filamens. The fiber filaments

may be either continuous or staple. Continuous filaments are extruded

and drawn in one continuous fiber. Staple filaments are cut to a speci-

fied length, which may vary from less than an inch to several inches.
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Heat bonded fabrics are formed by subjecting fabric mats to high tem-

peratures and thereby "welding" the fibers together. In resin bonded

fabrics, the fibers are cemented together by a resin which coats the

fibers. Both resin bonded and heat bonded fabrics are characterized

irregular pore sizes and distributions. Since they are normally rela-

tively thin, there should be a low degree of tortuosity in the pores.

Needle ounched fabrics consist of fibers that are mechanically inter-

locked by repeated entry of barbed needles that compact and entangle

individual fibers. In addition to possessing irregular pore sizes and

distributions, needle punched fabrics are commonly thicker and charac-

terized by pores with a high degree of tortuosity.

Combinations of woven and nonwoven fabrics are available.

Table 1 summarizes the above construction groups.

Fabric Characteristics and Filtration

Several fabric characteristics have been considered to affect

fabric performance in filtration applications. These characteristics

are identified in the following paragraphs.

Pore Size

The largest core size controls the maximum size soil particle that

can possibly migrate through the fabric. The radius of the maximum

:ore (r.) may be obtained as follows, from bubble Prssure test results

[3, 421. For centimeters:

% x 17'6 0" cos

pb
(1)
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Table 1. Fabric Construction Groups.

Structure Filament Bonding

Woven

Monofilament

Multifilament

Ribbon Filament

Heat Bonded
LNone

None

None

Knitted Multifilament None

Nonwoven

Staple Filament

Continuous Filament

Needle Punched
eat BodedH n

Resin Bonded
Combination

Needle Punched
Heat Bonded

Resin Bonded
Combination

Combination and
Woven-Nonwoven

All combinations of above
All combinations

of above

Special Other Methods Other Methods
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where: = surface tension, dynes/cm

a = contact angle, degrees

= pressure drop across fabric when first bubble appears,

kN/m2.

However, since soil migration will also depend upon the number of large

pores, a more appropriate method of fabric characterization might be

the Pore size distribution. Fabric characterization according to pore

size or distribution required for specification purposes will depend

upon the filtration mechanism involved.

Fiber Characteristics

Fiber diameter may affect the pore size, as shown in Figure 3. For

a unit area, two fabrics may have the same percent open area, but the

fabric with larger fibers will have fewer but larger openings, while the

fabric with smaller fibers will have more openings that are smaller in

size. Piping for Fabric B may be either greater than or equal to pip-

ing for Fabric A. That is, the probability of piping depends upon the

fabric pore sizes as well as the soil grain sizes. For instance, if

the pore sizes in Fabric A were large enough to Permit particle migra-

tion, piping might be equal for both fabrics. On the other hand, if

the soil grains were larger than the pore sizes in Fabric A, but

smaller than the core sizes in Fabric 3, Piping would be greater for

Fabric 3. Th=-==orP, it appears that the Percent open area alone may

not be an accurate means of predicting particle migration.

Fiber diameter may also affect fabric Permeability or system Per-

meability when in contact with soil. Both fabrics may have the same
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FIGURE Effect of Fiber Diameter on Pore Size
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average permeability in the absence of soil. However, Fabric B may

appear less permeable than Fabric A when placed adjacent to identical

soils because in the first instance water may have to travel horizontal-

ly to reach an opening. In addition, the concentration of flow paths

at the pore opening would result in increased gradients in this

vicinity. The increased gradients could in turn he accompanied by

turbulence and piping. This idealized concept is illustrated in

Figure 4. This behavior should be less pronounced if grain sizes are

fairly large relative to the fiber diameter, since horizontal flow re-

sistance would be less for large grain sizes, compared to the flow re-

sistance for smaller sizes.

Thickness

Soil .particle migration depends on the size of the continuous

fabric opening. For thicker fabrics, particularly nonwovens, the con-

tinuous openings may be tortuous and possibly reduce the maximum size

of migratory particles. As soil particles become entrapped within the

fabric structure, the effective area for flow is reduced, and the

potential for clogging is increased [35]. Thicker fabrics may be more

likely to clog than thinner fabrics, because there is a greater

tunity for soil particles to be trapped since the fhric flow Path is

longer and hydraulic gradients are smaller.

Ri

For less rigid fabrics, Pores may tend to close up under compres-

sion. Laboratory tests on fabrics have indicated a reduction in void



Flow Paths

Concentration of
Flow Paths

FIGURE 4. Effect of Fiber Diameter on Flow
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ratio and permeability when subjected to increased normal stresses [3].

When this happens permeability and the likelihood of piping may de-

crease. The fabric may be more susceptible to plugging. Alternative-

ly, if the fabric stretches, pore sizes may increase, thereby increas-

ing the fabric permeability and piping potential and decreasing

plugging.

Filtration Theories

When selecting a fabric for a drainage installation, it is neces-

sary to understand the mechanisms involved in filtration behavior. In

terms of Particle migration and clogging potential, the four filtration

cases presented earlier reduce to two types of filtration behavior:

(1) the soil is in intimate contact with the fabric and the water does

not contain suspended solids, or (2) individual soil particles are

suspended in flowing water.

definition, a filter is any porous substance through which a

liquid or gas Passed in order to remove certain constituents" [4].

Extensive research has been conducted in the areas of industrial and

chemical filtration to examine the structure and performance of filters

[9, 12, 16, 42]. Clearly, in this case, the filter must plug and be-

come less permeable if it is to fulfill its purpose. If fabrics serve

---as true filters in suhdrains, the net result would be detrimental to

the overall Performance of the drain. That is the fabric would plug,

its permeability would be reduced, and the original purpose of removing

subsurface water would be defeated. However, it is known that sub-

drainage systems such as trench drains that involve fabric in intimate
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contact with the soil have performed satisfactorily in both the United

States and Europe for many years [13, 22, 27, 28, 29, 35]. Therefore,

the fabric must not serve as a true filter in this case, since it con-

tinues to function without detrimental plugging.

An interpretation of soil-fabric filtration behavior can be

explained through studies conducted at Utah State University [6, 43].

Based on experimental results, it was found that when the soil grains

are smaller than the fabric opening, arches develop over the openings

of the fabric or screen as shown in Figure 5. The filter material

functions only as a means of mechanical support, provided that the

failure hydraulic gradient of the soil is not exceeded. The support

provided by the individual strands of the filter medium is evidenced by

the development of the shallow arches between the restraining fabrics.

Walker [43] observed that the arch slightly deepened with increases in

gradient resulting from flow rate increases. The deepening of the arch

was explained as an attempt of the arch to reach an equilibrium by

maintaining a constant gradient at the soil-water interface by increas-

ing the surface area of flow. When the arch was no longer able to

modify its depth to accomcodate further increases in the flow rate,

the failure gradient was exceeded, the arch collapsed, and the sample

failed by piping.

Utah State University studied filtration behavior in laboratory

investigations that tested five soils, three =abri cs, and

selected metal screens to determine the interaction of the filter

medium with the .o---_1- . The soils contained large portions of silt and

clay size particles. Figure 6 gives grain size distribution curves for
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each soil, while Table 2 identifies Atterberg limits for selected soils.

An upward flow constant head permeameter (Figure 7) was used to

evaluate: (1) the hydraulic gradient at which system failure occurred,

(2) the plugging characteristics of the filter medium, and (3) soil

bridging characteristics.

The hydraulic failure gradient of the system was determined by

gradually increasing the flow rate until sample failure occurred. When

the hydraulic failure gradient was exceeded, soil particles began

migrating. This movement was accompanied by internal readjustment of

soil particles and an associated reduced soil permeability and higher

gradient at the same flow rate.

Table 2 identifies average hydraulic failure gradients ranging

from 0.30 to 36 for the filter media and soils tested. One test was

performed with soil, but no filter medium. A failure gradient of 0.75

was measured. For the same soil, with a f,Thric or screen, the failure

gradient was approximately six. The importance of these results is

that it was the soil that failed and not the filter fabric or screen.

For the filter media tested, filter pore size appears to have virtually

no effect on the hydraulic failure gradient. Coarse screens functioned

as well as fabrics with small openings. In other words, after the

minimum mechanical supPort has been provided for the soil by the fabric

or screen, the mode of failure and the failure gradient are a function

of the soil and not of the characteristics of the restraining material.

Investigations did not identify the maximum core size nor the minimum

amount of load necessary to maintain this mechanical support.



TABLE 2. Soil Properties and Hydraulic Failure Gradients [6, 43).

Soil
D
10

(nun) (wn)
60

C
u

C
z

PI

Hydraulic
Failure Gradient

Ref. 14 Ref. 13

Cache 0.0002 0.0025 11.25 0.6]. 26 Over 36 50

Roosevelt 0.0004 0.0044 63.41 0.27 19 4.0 6.1

Delia 0.0005 0.007 15.47 0.92 16 3.5 3.5

SL. Geo ry u 0.0037 0.028 113.51 0.06 3 0.30 0.7

Liberty Sand 0.049 0.200 4.08 1.02 0.45

No (a:: s :

All samples compacted under a pressure of 29.54 kN/m
2
with a No. 30 screen (opening size = 0.6 mm).

C
u

-- coefficient of uniformity = D
6
,/D
0 10

C coefficient of eurvaLure = 0) 3()
2
/(D x D )

60 10

= pLatieLLy index
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Similar conclusions can be drawn from tests conducted by Soil

Testing Service, Inc. [3]). In this study, the effects of laminar vs

turbulent flow conditions were investigated for two woven fabrics and

three soil gradations. Turbulent flow was accomplished in the down-

ward direction by increasing the hydraulic gradient to values beyond

the Darcy flow regime. For the upward direction, a gradient greater

than critical was applied through the soil that was unconfined at the

filter outlet. In the downward direction (under turbulent conditions),

soil particle migration was greater, but not excessively so. In upward

flow (boiling occurring), soil loss of fine particles was excessive.

Such a condition may be prevented by oroviding enough overburden to

balance upward water forces such that silty and sandy soils are held in

place. A conventional aggregate filter normally adds this weight.

Similar results have been observed by other researchers [10, 31].

In the Utah State tests [6, 43], fabric plugging was observed

after failure occurred. Plugging was observed by allowing the test to

run for several hours after sample failure had occurred. The test was

then concluded by reducing the flow to the original rate. The amount

of plugging was expressed in terms of the difference in headloss at the

beginning and end of each test. Observations indicated that the amount

of plugging for a given soil and envelope material was dependent on the

volume (flow rate times time) of soil reaching tire fabric. :n this

case, appears that the fabric is functioning as a true filter. 7hat

is, once the failure gradient has been exceeded, soil particles are

essentially suspension in the water. Therefore, the system can be

expected to continue to plug and become less oermeable. In these
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tests, plugging was not known to have occurred at gradients below

failure.

Attempts have been made to identify soil properties that can be

specified to select a fabric for a subdrainage installation. Batista

[6] found that the hydraulic failure gradient correlated well with the

plasticity index, as shown in Figure 8. Such a correlation is to be

expected, since highly plastic soils (clays) will have strong inter-

particle attraction forces that will tend to minimize particle migra-

tion, as discussed earlier.

The above discussion of filtration theory has assumed intimate

contact at the soil-fabric interface. It is apparent that neither pip-

ing nor plugging will occur if gradients remain below some failure point

in this case. As mentioned earlier, intimate contact between the soil

and fabric will not always be possible. Alternatively, if the hydraulic

failure gradient is exceeded in the former case, soil will become

quick and intimate contact will no longer exist. In either event, soil

particles will be suspended in water and the fabric will serve as a true

filter. That is, the fabric will either become plugged and a soil cake

will form, cr piping will occur if the fabric Pores are larger than the

soil particles.

Filtering soil particles in suspension is analogous to cases of

industrial and chemical -''ration. Numerous studies have been con-

ducted to evaluate the structure and performanrc, media [9,

11, 16, 18, 34, 42] . Trace [16] noted chat when filtering suspensions

that contain more than cne percent by volume of solid's, the pores block

with a cake during the first few seconds or less and a continous cake
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covers the filter surface. This cake then serves as the active filter.

Particle bridging across pores is expected to occur. Further, Hixon

[181 suggests that the maximum pore over which bridging may occur may be

expressed as:

d = 175 d-
p

where: d = mean Particle diameter, _,171

d = Pore size,
P

(2)

Empirical relationships have been developed that relate pressure,

filtrate volume, and time for hypothesized mechanisms of plugging.

Although these mathematical expressions flt the experimental data for

certain parts of the filtration cycle, there is no real evidence as to

how pore blocking physically occurs. Tests used to filter 3 to 15

size particles suspended in 23 pPm by volume solution through woven

fabrics indicated that only a microscopic cake had formed at interyarn

pores and the varn surface [16]. The significance of these results is

that appreciable filtration is occurring through the yarn structure with

cake formation mainly on the yarns.

Several relationships between permeability, pore size and porosity

exist for granular soils [20, 37]. A common form of expression is:

where:

k = A, d
2

ti coe==i-=,,t of 72,===',-n4-y

= constant, depending on geometric factors

d = some representative grain dimension.

(3)
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Recently, Vaughan [41] was able to empirically develop a similar rela-

tionship between granular filter permeability and the size of the

particle (3) which will just pass the filter. By allowing clay

particles suspended in water to pass through different granular filters,

he found that:

-6 _1.42
= 6.1 x 10 3

where: k = coefficient of permeability of granular filters, m/s

6 = the largest particle that will pass, um.

(4)

Vaughan [41] also reported that similar results were found by Land [23]

when using uniform base soils and filters of known Permeability, and by

Mantz [24] when using uniform quartz particles and both uniform and

graded filters. Based on these results, it should be possible to

develop a similar relationship, between fabric permeability and some

soil particle size such that piping is minimized, of the form:

where:

k Al (5)

n
k

= a constant exponent.

Such an approach might eliminate the need for further measurements of

fabric pore size.

Experience has shown that a conventional soil filter need only

restrain the :oars 13 percent of the soil. This has led to the

relationship:

5

-LD(Cilter) -35(soil) (6)
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where: D
15

= grain size for which 15 percent of the material is finer
by weight

D
85

= grain size for which 35 percent of the material is finer
by weight.

To ensure free drainage, the filter must be much more pervious than the

soil. This is accomplished when:

5
D15(filter) D15(soil) (7)

Numerous experimental studies have verified the above relationship [21,

36, 40].

In an attempt to relate fabrics to soil filters, the following

relationship has been specified by several agencies [38]:

D
opening size of ECS (mm)

>
- 1.0 (8)

The EOS provides an indication of the maximum size opening of the

fabric. It is determined by sieving (using successively coarser frac-

tions) that size of uniform glass beads or sand grains of which fiv

percent or less by weight passes through the fabric; the SOS is the

"retained on" U.S. Standard Sieve number of this fraction [38]. Al-

though several field installations built according to this specifica-

tion have been successful, there is no physical reason as to why this

requirement must be met, nor is su'-4ent exoerimental evi e^

available to support or dispute its validity. Since the maximum size

is determined by vibratory actions, it is not analogous to the steady

movement created by groundwater flow. In ad,44'-ion, nonwoven fabrics
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with a wide range of pore sizes may be inaccurately represented by this

one pore size. That is, the sieving action might identify one very

large pore while some other size pore might better represent filtration

behavior. Also, physical measurements might be hampered by electro-

static effects from glass beads coupled with bead entrapment in surface

fibers. However, the EOS is probably a fairly good indication of Pore

size for a woven fabric with relatively uniform pores.

Permehility

In selecting a fabric for a subdrainage installation, both the

fabric and soil permeability must be considered. Permeability is nor-

mally expressed in the form of Darcy's Law, assuming laminar flow. That

is:

= cl/(i A) (9)

where: k = coefficient of permeability

= volume of flow Per unit time

hydraulic gradient =

where: lh = head loss
L = thickness of fabric

A = cross sectional area.

In evaluating the e='=-' of Permeability on a subdrainage system, it

will be necessary to identify the least permeable member, whef-her it is

a plugged fabric or a soil cake.

Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the Permeability

of soil and fabr - in direct contact when subjected to flow -JP
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25, 26, 31, 35]. Many of the studies reported a significant decrease

in permeability with time. Four possible reasons might explain tnis be-

havior. First, air bubbles trapped in the pores commonly decreases

permeability by reducing the pore volume available to flow. Second, if

the particles are placed loose, rearrangement will occur under flow

conditions, thereby reducing the pore volume, and as a result, the soil

permeability. The third is the plugging of the fabric by soil particles.

A fourth is the plugging of the fabric by the growth of organic matter.

The first two and the fourth phenomena can develop in the soil irrespec-

tive of the presence of a fabric. The third possibility might occur if

the hydraulic failure gradient is exceeded, thereby either clogging or

binding the fabric.

Leatherwood and Peterson [21] have investigated the hydraulic head

loss at the interface between uniform sands of different sizes by ex-

beriment. It was mound that the hydraulic head loss at the interface

is a function of the mean diameter of tae smaller-sized material, the

Reynolds number for flow through the smaller-sized material, and an

empirical constant which appears to depend on the mean diameter and

standard deviation of both materials. The relationshiP was expressed

as:

where:

= C Re (10)

n_ = head loss at the interface

= mean diameter of smaller sized material

C = embirical constant
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Re = Reynolds number of the smaller sized material
= v Ds/ v,{

where: v = flow velocity

k
= kinematic viscosity.

The one test involving a fairly well graded material yielded a relation-

ship very close to the one above where Ds was represented by the mean

paY.ticle size.

Perhaps the most amenable means of evaluating the oermeability of

a soil cake that might develop in a filtration situation is derived from

the Kozeny-Carman relationship. Cake Permeability (K ) is expressed as:

where: = porosity

K =
c K, S02 (1

S
o

= specific surface
= Particle surface area/particle volume

it = 2 to 5, depending on bed structure.

This relationship has been used in evaluating industrial filtration [7].

Inherent difficulties in this solution involve determination of the

porosity and selection of an appropriate particle size from graded

particles suspended in water. The ultimate effect on the overall soil-

fabric system performance will also depend on the thickness of the cake

that might develop.

In evaluating the ability of a fabric to transmit flow, either the

coefficient of Permeability or permittivity may be used. Permeabi-

lity is specified, a thick fabric will be biased over a thin fabr

[5]. That is, two fabrics of different thickness may pass egual
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quantities of water for the same conditions over a given amount of time,

but have different values of Permeability. Moreover, the effect of

thickness on the overall soil-fabric system permeability may be insigni-

ficant since the fabric thickness is small relative to the soil thick-

ness. As an example, consider flow across 10 cm (3.94 in) of soil, with

a permeability of 10
-3

cm/sec (2 x 10
-3

ft /min), adjacent to a fabric.

An equivalent soil-fabric coefficient of permeability (k ) can be
eq

expressed as:

where: H
s
= height of soil

H
s

+

k
ea H /k + L/h.,

s s

= thickness of fabric

= coefficient of soil permeability

kf = coefficient of fabric permeability.

(12)

For comparison, consider one fabric with a coefficient of permeability

-2
of 10 cm/sec (2 x 10 ft/min) and a thickness of 0.o cm (3.2 in) and

a second fabric with a coefficient of permeability of 10
-1

cm/sec (2 x

10 -` ft/min) and a thickness of 0.3 cm (0.12 'n). The corresponding

equivalent coefficients of permeability would be 1.04 x 10
-3

cm/sec

(2.05 x 10
-3

ft /min) and 1.33 x 10
-3

cm/sec (2.03 x 10
-3

ft/min), res-

pac'ivply. The ,=,+".==-1- of variations in thickness and k_ on k inal-.-

cate that a less permeable fabric might Perform just as well as a more

permeable fabric. 0 aopears that a technique should be

adopted to measure the ability of a fabric to transmit flow that does
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not rely strictly on the coefficient of fabric permeability. Specifica-

tion of permittivity is one method to consider. Permittivity is ex-

pressed as kf/L, where L is the thickness of the fabric.

Although laminar flow is commonly assumed for flow through fabric,

this may not always be the case. Turbulence may be identified when a

linear relationship between velocity (v = ki) and hydraulic gradient no

longer exists. The distinction between laminar and turbulent flow is

illustrated in Figure 9. Darcy's Law may be modified as follows to

account for turbulence [11, 30, 31] :

n .

v = K

where: k = coefficient of Permeability

n = turbulence coefficient.

(13)

For laminar flow n has a value of one. Values of n greater than one

are suggested by some degree of turbulent flow. Tests conducted at

Delft Hydraulic Laboratories [311 involving upward flow through fabrics

alone showed n to equal approximately 1.4. 'Further, permeability tests

conducted on fabrics alone have shown turbulence to occur for conditions

which might be exoerienced in practice. Others hav,-, found that the

maximum gradient for laminar flow increased with increasing compression

for needle punched fabrics [15].

Rollin [33] found that fabric Permeability is related to th e fiber

dens_ v. Fabric Permeability tests Performed under a constant head of

35 cm (13.73 in) indicated that fabric permeability ,-'---==ses with in-

creasing fiber dentisv for thick nonwoven fabrics ilar
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FIGURE 9. Laminar and Turbulent Flow
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relationship for thin nonwoven or woven fabrics was not proposed but

seems reasonable.

Summary and Evaluation

34

TRO basic types of filtration have been identified: (1) where the

soil is in direct contact with the fabric, and (2) where the fabric fil-

ters water containing suspended solids. Consideration of fabric types

suggests that filtration behavior might be influenced by pore size,

fiber diameter, and thickness. When intimate contact between the soil

and fabric is maintained, a critical hydraulic failure gradient must

not be exceeded. Maintenance of a gradient below this critical value

will minimize Particle migration or fabric Plugging. Experimental

evidence indicates that this hydraulic gradient is influenced by soil

type and the mechanical support or overburden load on the filter.

Fine sands and silts are the most failure -prone soils.

Gradients in excess of the failure value will recuire that the

fabric function as a filter. In this case, or if dirty water is flow-

ing, the fabric will either plug or particle migration will occur.

Industrial and granular filtration studies have indicated that piming

can be controlled by specification of the filter Permeability, the

maximum fabric more size, and/or a particle size. Fabric specifications

have related the ECS an indication of the larger more sizes) and the

D
35

size to minimize Piping. However, it is pruestiohable as to whether

the critical gradient has been exceeded in installations built to this

snecification. ?article migration may occur at gradients 'beyond

failure in installations built to this sp--i=ir-a'-ion. A reduction in
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permeability attributed to fabric plugging and soil cake formation has

been estimated from knowledge of particle size, the Reynolds number of

the soil, and/or the porosity of the soil cake.

Much of the information presented thus far applies to industrial

or granular filters. Industrial filtration generally occurs at greater

pressure with relatively uniform particulate material in comparison to

subdrainage filtration pressures and grain size distributions. Granu-

lar filters are normally much thicker than fabric filters. Based on

these differences in filter thickness, pressures and filtrate charac-

teristics, it appears that the following areas reauire further evalua-

tion before fabric specifications can be defined.

(1) To minimize particle migration and fabric plugging, a means of

predicting the critical hydraulic gradient from knowledge of

grain sizes, fabric characteristics, and external loads requires

further development.

(2) Constants involved in ecuations used to control piping in indus-

trial and granular filtration through the specification of filter

cermeabilities, particle sizes and the ECS should be evaluated

exoerimentally to determine their applicability to fabrics in

subdrainage installations. These relationships include:

k = A, 3
n

(5)

d = 175 -14 , and (2)

>- 1 .0 ( -3)
opening size of EOS (mm)
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(3) The influence of fabric permeability on subdrainage systems re-

quires further definition.

(4) Methods to evaluate permeability reductions in terms of particle

size, the Reynolds number of the soil, and/or the porosity of the

soil cake due to fabric plugging or soil cake formation should be

verified experimentally to determine their validity for fabrics

in subdrainage installations.

Relationships to verify include:

k
K

and (11)
(1 ;2)2

0

h/D
s

= c Re .

Evaluation of these topics should indicate that fabric filter design

recuires the following information:

Fabric: P4,rmeabilitv and ?ore Size

Soil: Grain Size

Flow Conditions: Hydraulic Gradient

External Conditions: Normal Stress on the

(10)
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III. ANALYSIS

Prior to the development of test methods and subsequent design

specifications, the mechanisms of filtration and the role of fabric per-

meability in subdrainage systems will be further analyzed. First, a

method of predicting the critical hydraulic gradient will he proposed.

Second, the influence of fabric permeability on trench drain perform-

ance will be evaluated with a hypothetical example.

Filtration Theory

For purposes of analysis, two tynes of filtration are considered.

To review, these are:

(1) The soil is in direct contact with the fabric and clean water is

flowing, and

(2) The fabric is filtering water containing susnended solids created

either by exceeding the hydraulic failure gradient or by disturb-

ances of soil fines during construction operations.

To evaluate the f -t type of filtration, recall the experimental

studies conducted by Walker [43] and Batista [6] . It was found that,

at increased gradients, small soil particles began to migrate. Further

increases in the gradient caused either excessive particle ration or

fabri pluggnc:. failure gradient, does not oear that

fabric variations affect filtration performance. A better understanding

of the arching phenomenon might simiifv identification of the failure

gradient for desicn r_furcoses.
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Figure 10 illustrates the steps involved in the development of an

arch for upward flow in a cohesionless soil. The forces are identified

as follows:

W force on fiber from overburden
0

W' effective weight of soil

F
s

seepage force at depth 7

As shown in Figure 10b, Particle movement will occur first in Zone 1

when the seepage force (Fs) overcomes the effective weight of the soil

(W') and the soil becomes Buick. This zone is not influenced by n-

creased Pressure due to the overburden. At this time, an arch will form

by the remaining soil particles that are confined due to the overburden

loads on the fibers. Further gradient increases will again cause

particle movements as the seeoage forces exceed the overburden forces

(W
o

) and the effective soil weight (W'). At this time, arches supported

at the fibers may form or particle migration may occur. it is not nlezr

whether failure is occurring at this time or if arches form after the

soil becomes quick and continue to perform under increased gradients

until a more severe failure occurs. It is ani-iciPated that arch stabi-

lity will depend on pore diameter and Particle size. An equation relat-

ing the maximum pore diameterfor which arching will occur to a mean

particle size (Ecuation 2) was given earlier as related to industrial

filtration. Further investigation is needed to evaluate the stability

of these a-ches in terms of core size, ;Particle size, and 1=0ssible

disturbance due to gradients.

To evaluate the critical gradient where the soil becomes quick and

begins to migrate from Zone it is necessary to further define the
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FIGURE 1... Upward Flow Filtration
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forces involved. The overburden weight above the fabric will be assumed

to be concentrated on the fibers. The pressure distribution beneath the

fibers can be idealized, as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 10. By

considering the fiber to be analogous to a ring-shaped footing, with an

inner radius of and an outer radius of r
o

(i.e. plus the fiber

diameter), the stress distribution beneath the fabric Pore center can

be estimated using Boussinesa's method, as:

where:

r o 3

W
a

= f -o 1
2 7 r dr

ri 2 7 V" 1 + (,//7)2/2

a = overburden pressure
-o

y = depth below fiber level

W
a
= pressure on soil from overburden above fabric at depth

Integrating

(

//? 2,-3/2H
W
a

= q0 + (r./y + (r /y)

The overburden oressure (a ) is calculated as:

where:

a = z A )/A
'o s

= unit weight of overburden

z = depth of overburden

total fabric area

A
s

= area of fabric fibers

(14)

(13)

(16)

This relationship may be further simol-iF'ad by evaluating in terms



of the fabric Porosity (n). That is:

Since:

41

A = (1 - n ) A (17)
S p T

n
p

= 1 y/y,

where: i = fabric unit weight

then:

= unit weight of fabric solids.

(13)

A
s
= (Y/',) AT (19)

Substituting Eauation 19 into Scuation 16:

y
a

z A i.( z
i a

= =
(Y/Y ) A 1/'

f T

(20)

This derivation of a has assumed that the overburden loads are concen-

trated on each fiber. This assumption is Probably valid when the over-

burden material consists of grain sizes of the same order of magnitude

as the fiber diameters and Pores or if the fabric is rigid. However,

if the overburden consists of much larger aggregate, there may be

fiber spans that are ansuoported, as shown in Figure 11. The support

from these fibers will depend upon the tension in the_f_abric that

develops as the large aggregate deflect. Further analysis is 1.-aui,-=,d

to better define this load distribution. However, as a first estimate,

the present method of overburden evaluation is used to provide an

approximation for critical hydraulic gradient zrclictions.
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Aggregate
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Reduced Fabric Load

Maximum Fabric Load

FIGURE 11 Importance of Aggregate Size on Fabric Loading



The seepage force (F
s

) per unit area at the depth y can be

evaluated as:

F
s
=iyy

where: i = hydraulic gradient

y = unit weight of water.
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(21)

The effective weight of soil per unit area at depth y may be evaluated

as:

where:

wi v,

s s

Yi = effective unit weight of soil.
's

(22)

As a conservative design measure, a subdrainage system might be

designed to maintain the hydraulic gradient below the critical level.

Theoretically, this could be accomplished by selecting a maximum

gradient that yields a seepage force equal to the vertical downward

force. That is:

(23)

If a 2:1 slope (vertical:horizontal) for the overburden Pressure dis-

tribution is assumed, then the deepest point in the "arch" will occur

at iy = 2 -r.. At this boint, the gradient can be estimated as follows:

where:

y z
a

r = y'2r. + 0.716 1 + (r /2r.) :

c 'w s (VY.f) a'

L
c

= critical hydraulic gradient.

(24)
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Solving for i
c

:

Yi la z
)

0.716 1 + (r /2r,)
2,-3/2

(25)
(Y/Y) 2 y r. o

w

As previously mentioned, failure gradients greater than those calculated

from Equation 25 might exist if a stable arch is able to develop. This

critical gradient is only valid if the fabric pores are too large for

arching to occur or if arches are unable to form after the soil becomes

quick.

In the case of downward flow, the failure gradient will depend

solely on the stability of the arches. Figure 12 illustrates the forces

involved in downward flow. Some Particle migration will occur prior to

the formation of the arch.

The formation of this arch will, again, depend on the fabric pore

size and the soil grain sizes. In addition, for this case, increases in

the seepage pressure will result in an increase in the effective stress.

Consequently, the shear strength would increase and may actually in-

crease the stability of the arch. If this is the case, then arch

should never fail unless the seepage pressure is so large that it

crushes the grains in the arch. Further investigation is recuired to

investi-iate the stability of these arches.

Figure 13 illsutrates the forces involved in the event of norizon-

ai flow. 3y considering the fabric to he analogous to a retaining

wall, the horizontal forces are de=4;1,-,4

W Passive force on fibers due to aggregate

- at rest earth Pressure

- seecage force
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FIGURE 17. Downward Flow Filtration
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FIGURE 13. Horitontal Flow Filtration
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In this case, a structural arch should form initially as unconfined

soil particles leave the soil mass. As unconfined particles slough off,

particles from above will move downward until they bear on other

particles thereby forming an arch. As in the previous cases, the forma-

tion of this arch will probably depend upon the fabric pore size and the

soil grain sizes. However, as with downward flow, gradient increases

might serve to strengthen the arch unless grain crushing occurs.

Experimental investigation is required to evaluate this hypothesized

mechanism.

The above discussion has assumed intimate contact between the

fabric and soil. If this cannot be guaranteed, then the fabric must be

evaluated as a true filter. That is, either the fabric will o_lug or

piping will occur. The formation of arches from suspended particles is

uncertain at this time. Methods for evaluating this type of filtration

were discussed in the Background section.

Fabric Permeability

The role of fabric permeability in subdrainage performance has not

been assessed. Fabric permeability may be expressed for one or both of

the following reasons:

(1) To ensure that water can be removed without the buildup of exces-

sive seepage forces and hydrostatic oressures, and

(2) To minimize Particle migration.

Insufficient soil-fabric system oermeabilitv mav result from either

filter cake formation, fabric olugging, or insufficient initial permea-

bility. Reductions due to the first two factors cannot be evaluated at
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this time without additional test data.

In the event that the hydraulic failure gradient is not exceeded

and the water does not contain fines, the effect of fabric permeability

on subdrain performance can be evaluated by considering the following

example. Figure 14 identifies a trench drain with variables included

in the analysis. These variables may be defined as follows:

x = distance from drain centerline to any Point

x, = distance from drain centerline to outer edge of fabric surface

x, = distance from drain centerline to inner edge of fabric surface
a

h = height of seepage from drain base at distance x from drain
centerline

= height of seepage from drain base at distance x, from drain
-

centerline

= height of seepage from drain base at distance xd from drain
centerline.

Flow across both soil and fabric is assumed to be laminar. in addition,

the hydraulic gradient is assumed to be constant along a vertical sec-

dy
tion and usual to along tne line of seePace. If a unit section of

r4x

drain is considered, then

fah
q = h (26)

or:

For any section, the height of seepage may be found by integrating be-

tween x1 and and h2. After integration and solving for h2:
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Fabric

FIGURE 14, Trench Drain Variables
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(28)

By evaluating this relationship between x
f

and x
d

the height of seep-

age at the outer fabric edge (hfl) is found to be:

7
(x_ x

d
)

f

Further evaluation between x_ and any point in the soil (x) reveals

that:

h

2 q (x x,)
2

+ h,
k
s

As an example, consider the following:

3 _ 3
= .82 cm /sec (2.3 ft /day)

k
s

= 10
-3

cm/sec (2.83 ft/day)

h
2
= 65.58 cm (2.25 ft)

hd = 9.14 cm (3.3 ft)

xd = 13.29 cm (0.6 ft)

x, = 13.36 cm (0.6025 ft)

(29)

(30)

For k_ values of 28.3, 2.83 and 0.283 ft/day, the entry Point of water,

n was 0.301, 0.307, and 0.366 ft, respectively. Figure 15 thus-
-.

trates °` -4t of bermeabilitv on the line o' seepage in the

soil, assuming a constant outflow. Note that di'"nco in n for

= 0.1 k and k_ Ls almost ten times the between
J
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for kf = k
s
and kf = 10 k

s
. From this figure, it can be seen that the

fabric permeability is not overly critical in terms of its effect on

subdrain performance. For this example, it appears that for fabric

permeabilities available on the market today (10
-3

to 10
-1

cm/sec (2.83

to 28.3 ft/day)), the fabric permeability does not affect the line of

seepage significantly for a fixed flow ratio. Selection of the coeffi-

cient of fabric permeability should also be evaluated in terms of pip-

ing, as was discussed earlier. It should be emphasized that the above

analysis does not include permeability reductions due to soil cakes or

fabric plugging.

Summary

Analysis has shown that the critical hydraulic gradient is a func-

tion of the pore radius, the fiber diameter, the fabric weight, the unit

weight of the soil, and the overburden pressure. The accuracy of this

method of prediction should be evaluated experimentally.

The example used to illustrate the effect of fabric permeability on

trench drain performance indicates that fabric permeability has a little

influence on the line of seepage. Specification of a coefficient of

fabric permeability must consider both the influence on hydrostatic

pressures and seepage forces, and the influence on piping control.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Experimental designs are proposed to further analyze the filtra-

tion mechanisms such that specifications can be developed to control

particle migration, fabric plugging, and cake formation, and to Predict

the critical hydraulic failure gradient. Further, a method is

developed to measure the fabric coefficient of permeability.

Filtration

Purpose and Scope

The filtration test series can be considered as having a two -fold

purpose. First, in order to develop a means of estimating the hydraulic

failure gradient for upward flow, test should be run at overburden

pressures typical of those thatmight be encountered in the field.

second purpose involves determining a relationship between filter fabric

and soil characteristics, such that piping and/or plugging potential can

be minimized. Flow conditions will be limited to Award and horizontal

flow since they appear to present the most critical cases because of the

uncertainty involved in the format on and stability of the arches.

Test Ecuipment

Pooh uoward and horizontal flow tests performed under

constant head conditions. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate schematic draw-

ings for the uoward and horizontal tests, ressectively. P4ezometel-s

are installed on each side of the fabric (1 and 2 , and at two locations
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several centimeters upstream in the soil (3 and 4). Head variance is

accomplished by raising or lowering the attached container.

The soil and water should be deaired to eliminate reductions in

permeability due to entrapped air. Distilled or filtered water should

be used to eliminate fabric or soil plugging due to constituents in the

water.

Test Procedure

Prior to soil placement, the soil should first be sterilized. This

will ensure that any permeability reductions are not due to biological

clogging that would occur regardless of the fabric's presence. The soil

2
should be placed and compacted over a 170 g/c. (350 psf) static load

in 2.54 cm (1 in) lifts. This compaction Process will simulate soil

loading at a depth of about 91 cm (3 ft) . Weight and volume measure-

ments should be taken for density calculations.

To determine the hydraulic failure gradient, a given load is

applied normal to the fabric surface. The head is then increased until

failure occurs. Failure occurs as either PiPing or fabric plugging

and/or cake formation. Piping will be visible as particles become

visible in the water. Plugging or cake formation will be evident as

Permeability between Piezometers 1 and 2 decreases relative to the

permeability between Piezometers 3 and 4.

To evaluate :Dicing or fabric clugging, tests Will ID4,r0rM

gradients beyond failure. Pined particles should be examin,,d micro-

scopically to determine what sizes migrate. Plugging must be examined

by considering both soil permeability. By measuring
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permeability of the virgin, as well as the plugged fabric and the per-

meability of the upstream soil at failure, an assessment of permeabi-

lity reduction due to fabric or soil plugging can be made. Fabric

permeability can be measured according to the falling test method,

identified in the following section. To evaluate cake formation accord-

ing to particle size, the material adjacent to the fabric should be

microscooic lly examined to determine the size distribution.

To facilitate calculation of the coefficient of permeability,

thickness measurements will be taken for each specimen. This procedure

is identified in Appendix A. In addition, the EOS should be measured

for possible correlation with a soil Particle size to control piPing.

Table 3 summarizes information to be recorded during test performance

for both failure gradient and piping plugging tests.

Test Variables

To derive the maximum amount of information from a minimal amount

of testing, the soils and fabrics listed in Table 4 were selected. The

four fabrics and two screens were selected to cover a wide range of Per-

meabilities and Pore sizes and structures. The uniform soils were

chosen to determine the effect of particle size variation without any

influence from gradation. The gap graded soil was selected because it

was thought that the fines might be more susceptible to movement, since

velocities might be somewhat higher in the presence of the coarser

material. The well traded materials were chosen so that a characteris-

tic size might be identified for specification PurPoses event

that the hydraulic failure gradient will be exceeded.
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TABLE 3. Information to be Recorded for Filtration Tests

Soil

Soil Gradation

Atterberg Limits

Density

Fabric
SOS

Thickness

Test Data

Piezometer Readings

Total Head Loss

Piped Particle Size

Soil Cake Particle Size
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TABLE 4. Soils and Fabrics to Test

Screens
No. 30

No. 60

Fabrics

Heat bonded nonwoven

Needlepunched nonwoven

Nonofilament woven

Slit-film woven

(A)

(B)

(C)

Soils or Glass Beads (D)

No.

No.

No.

No.

30 - No.

60 No.

100 No.

230 No.

40

70

120

270

(E) .01 .003 mm

50% (A) + 50% (F)

25% (A) + 23% (C) -r 25% (C)

+ 25% (E)

33% (C) 33 (2) + 34% (E)
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Load variations should be selected to simulate conditions likely

to be encountered in the field. The following loads are recommended.

Examples of where thev might be encountered are also listed.

Load (psf) Application

20 light cover for slope protection

120 load on blanket drain

300 load at base of average trench

1300 load at base of deep trench

An additional variable to be considered is the effect of time on

piping, plugging, or soil cake formation. However, selection of test

duration should be considered after initial test runs.

Analysis of Results

The hydraulic failure gradient as determined in ,..he uoward flow

test can be compared to the value computed from Equation 25, as recited

below:

z
s a

yf) 2 (w
0 716

2,-3/2,
(r 2r.)0, (,25)

Comparison between these two values of failure gradient will confirm or

refute the validity of the hypothesized mechanism of failure. A similar

comparison can be made for the horizontal flow test.

ioed oarticie measurements will be acolied in Ezuation 5, as re-

cited below:

= A, (5)
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The value of k will be measured using the falling head test to be dis-

cussed later. By varying the fabric coefficient of permeability and the

partiolesizes,itisanticipatedthatvaluesofA,and n, can be deter-

mined such that particle migration can be evaluated for other combina-

tions of fabric and soil. The value of Al may vary depending on fabric

construction. Alternatively, a relationship between the D size of the
3o

soil and the FOS will be evaluated for woven materials.

Fabric plugging and cake formation will be guantified by two

methods. However, prior to applying these two methods, it will first

be necessary to determine if the reduction in permeilitv is due to the

Presence of the fabric, or if it would have occurred naturally in the

soil as a result of increased gradients and :he associated rearrangement

of soil grains. The actual equivalent system coent of Permeabi-

lity can be calculated from the measured outflow (c) and the total head

loss (Zlh), as:

a L

eq hA (31)

If permeability reduction is fue to normal changes in soil structure, an

unplugged equivalent permeability (kl ) can be calculated as:

k' =
Ca

L
st

L/k_ H /k
st s

where: H
st

= total height of soil

k_ = coefficnt at. fabri.c

k
s
= pe=eability of soil between i:Lezometers 3 and 4

= ,,)//A(h,-.=-1):,

where: -
3-4

= height of soil between T'i,=70mpi-prs
3 and 4

(32)
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= piezometer reading 4

h
3

= piezometer reading 3.

If k' = k fabric plugging or cake formation due to the fabric has
eq ea

not occurred. That is, any reduction in permeability is due to normal

changes in soil structure as a result of seepage forces.

In the event that permeability reductions are attributed to fabric-

the soil cake
op

permeability (k
c
), and the extent of the soil cake (H ) can be esti--

mated. First, the plugged fabric is removed and the permeability is

measuredinthefallingheadtest.Estimationofk_facilitates pre-
o

diction of the head loss due to fabric plugging in the soil-fabric sys-

tem. That is:

where:

Since:

h = "1 L
p A k_

Lp

= head loss across plugged fabric, cm.

h
-)

h = h

where: h2 = oiezometer reading 2

h
1

= piezometer reading 1

h = head loss across filter cake between Piezcmeter 2 and
c

fabric.

the head loss across the soil cake can be estimated as:

by = h2 h
1

(33)

(34)

(35)



The permeability of the soil cake (k ) can then be calculated as:

H q H
ccl l

k =
c A L. h A (h

2
-h h )

where: H
cl

= height of soil cake between fabric and Piezometer 2.

The extent of the filter cake can subsequently be estimated from:

and

k=
eg L/k + H /k + H /k

c2 cfp s s

L + H
c2

+H

H
c2

+H
s

= H
s+-

where: H
c2

= total height of filter cake

H = height of unaffected soil.
sa

Substituting Equation 38 into Equation 37 and solving for H :

r + Hst (H + L/k_. )1 k k
CCP St S :o 0 S.

H =
c2 k

eg
(k

s
k )
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(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

To ouantifv the filter cake oermeability in terms of grain size and

porosity, recall Equation 11:

K
c

=
S 2 (1 ) 2

A 0

By measuring the filter cake oarticle sizes, 50 is obtained. Since k

and S
o

can be calculated, an estimate of the porosity can be found bv

solving for c. if a limited range ocrosities is found to exist,

then a reasonable value of K could be estimated From Ecuat-on 11. This
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permeability can be converted to the soil cake coefficient of permeabi-

lity as follows:

kc = K y /u
C 20°C 20°C

where: V20 °C
= unit weight of water at 200C (68°F)

'20°C

20°C
= absolute viscosity of water at 20°C (68°F)

(40)

If the filter cake has a Finite thickness regardless of soil thickness,

then any decrease in Permeability can be used to evaluate the overall

performance of the subdrainage system.

In the event that a reduction in permeability is attributed to

blinding at the soil-fabric interface, an approach such as Leatherwood

and Peterson's [25] could be considered. That is:

h
LC C Re (10)

The head loss (h,) could be used to evaluate the Plugged fabric per-

meability. Since the fabric coefficient of permeability is related to

piping potential, then it may also be related to the particle size that

just blinds the fabric surface. However, it should be noted that blind-

ing will be difficult to identify, since particles may become dislodged

as the fabric is removed from the soil.

Either method of evaluating reductions in permeability recuores

knowledge of a soil cram n size. It is anticioated that just as car

migration is related to the fabric permeability, so the soil cake grain

size will have some relationship to the fabric Permeability.
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Use of Results

The proposed filtration test Plan is designed with the intent of

Providing information for the development of snecifications. 'Aare

specifically, verification of the equation for the critical hydraulic

gradient will enable the designer to select a fabric in terms of the

maximum pore size, the soil unit weight, and the overburden load, pro-

vided intimate soil-fabric contact is assumed. Selection of a fabric

with Equation 25 will assure minimal particle migration and fabric

plugging.

If Particles are suspended in water, then particle migration and/

or fabric plugging must be controlled. If it is determined that fabric

plugging and/or cake formation occur to only a limited extent and the

effect is not detrimental to the overall subdrain Performance, then the

allowable reduction in permeability can be used to estimate the soil

cake Particle size (Equations 10 and 11) . This value can then be used

to select the fabric coefficient of permeability.

If it is found that the reduction in permeability due to plugging

or soil cake formation is excessive or continues to worsen with time,

then oludging or soil cake formation must be controlled by allowing

piping to occur. This can be accomplished through the specification of

fabric permeability, according to Ecuation 6. In both cases, a rePre-

sentative grain size must first be identified.

Permeability tests were Performed such reliable means of

measuring the water transmissibility of a fabric could be developed.
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Air permeability was determined for comparison to falling head test re-

sults. Twenty-two fabric types were tested.

Air permeability tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D-737

[36]. All fabrics were tested with a pressure drop of 1.27 cm (0.5 in)

of water across the fabric. The flow rate was recorded in cfm/ft
2

after

measuring the pressure of the outflow in inches of water. For each

fabric, a minimum of seven samples was tested.

A falling head test was used to-measure the ability of the fabric to

transmit water flow. The test apparatus consisted of a 5.08 cm (2 in)

diameter cylinder with a 2.34 cm (1 in) opening at the flanges, as shown

in Figure 18. The fabric was clamped between the flanges with six

bolts. After sealing all openings, a vacuum of 64 cm (25 in) of mercury

was applied to the permeameter. This step was to ensure that air did

not remain entrapped within the fabric. The permeameter was filled with

eaired, distilled water from the bottom with the vacuum aPplied. After

recording the temperature, the time was recorded for the water level to

fall from 30 cm to 10 cm (11.3 to 3.0 in) above the fabric. For each

fabric, seven samples were tested. The number of timings for each

sample was determined after performing seven runs on the first sample.

rising a Student's t distribution, the number of runs with one sample

required to yield a timing within five Percent of the true mean with a

95 Percent probability is [32]:

where:

= 0.154

n = number or ,...imings reguired

= coefficient of variation, percent.

(41)
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A more detailed test procedure can be found in Appendix A.

Thickness was measured according to the procedure described in

ASTM 0-1777 1] except that a 125 g load was applied over a 25 cm foot

that rested on the fabric. These values were selected such that a

nominal pressure could be applied over a fairly large area to minimize

fabric compression and allow for fabric irregularities.

Table 5 identifies fabric types tested. Identified are nominal

weights, fiber content, and manufacturing process. These fabrics were

selected to represent a range of types and weights available on the

market today.

Permeability was calculated as:

where:

K =
q A :1 P

K = permeability

u = absolute viscosity of air at 21.1 °C (70°

C = fabric thickness

= pressure drop across fabric

A = cross sectional area

discharge per unit time.

To convert to water permeability:

where:

k
a

=

120
°C

ti

2°C

k
a

= o' =_uric Permeabi'ity comPuted from ai-
Permeability results

(42)

(43)
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TABLE 5. Fabrics Tested for Permeability

Identification Fiber
Number Polymer(s) Construction

Nominal
Weight
gm/m2

(ci:z/yd2)

NO

NW-1 (3) Polyester Resin bonded 80

Staple filaments (3.5)

NW-2 (4) Polycrocvlene Heat bonded 93

and Polyamide continuous
filaments

(4)

NW-3 (4) Polypropylene Heat bonded 95

continuous
filaments

(4)

NW-4 (3) Polyester Needlecunched 190

continuous
filaments

(8)

NW-3 (17) Polypropylene Needlepunched 400

continuous
filaments

(17)

(4) Polypropylene Woven 95W-1
slit film (4)

W-2 (7) Polypropylene Woven 170

multifilament (7)

W-3 (8) Polyamide Woven 190
multifilament (8)

C0143INATION

1-1 (4) PolycroPylene Woven slit
film with
need---Puncne:4

nap

95

(4)
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Um = absolute viscosity of water at test temperature

= absolute viscosity of water at 20°C

L = fabric thickness

Permittivity was subsequently calculated as:

where:

k = k,./L

k = permittivity determined from falling head test results.

71

For each fabric, the number of samples required to obtain a mean value

of the fabric coefficient of Permeability within five percent of the

true mean at a probability level of 95, 90, and 30 percent was cal-

culated using Equations 41, 45, and 46 respectively.
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V. RESULTS

Test results are presented for air and water permeability tests

only. Table 6 gives results from air permeability tests performed.

Table 7 identifies falling head test results. Statistical results for

both methods, including maximums, minimums, means, standard deviations

and the num:per of samples recuired to achieve a given accuracv can be

found in Appendix C. Thickness data are also summarized in Appendix C.

Sample calculations of test results are presented in Appendix 3.

Generally, nonwoven fabrics were characterized by larger coeffi-

cients of permeability than the woven fabrics. Coefficients of p,---

meability from falling head tests (k.,) ranged from 1.6 x 10-3 cm /sec to

3.73 x 10
-1

cm/sec (3.1 x 10
-3

to 0.74 ft/min). :Permittivity values

ranged from 0.03 to 1.44. The importance of specifying Permittivity

best supported by considering two fabrics of different permeabilities.

As an example, fabric NW-4 (3) (k, = 3.33 x 1
1
cm/sec) is about four

and one half times as permeable as NW-2 (4) (k = 0.73 x 10 .^ / zoo) r

but both have the capacity to pass nearly the same auantity o water

per unit time with Permittivities of 1.15 sec
-1

and 1.07 sec
1

, res-

oectively.

coPiehf.s of Fabric Permeability calculated from air per-

meability test data tended to be about twice values of tn-

coefficient of fabric Permeability (k r) computed from water permeability

test data. --'igur=, 19 illustrates relaticnshiP between permittivities

determined from the falling head and the a permeability tests.
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TABL7 6. Air Perme,,lhilitv Test Results.

Coefficient of
Fabric Flow Fate Permeability, ka Permittivity, ka/L
Number ft3/min/ft2 cm/sec x 102 1/sec x 10

NONWOVEN

NW-1 (3) 357.4 22.1 25.9

NW-2 (4) 300.5 15.3 21.3

NW-3 (4) 79.0 2.13 5.73

NW-4 (3) 295.7 64.3 21.5

NW-3 (17) 175.8 65.5 3

WOVEN

W-1 (4) 7.2 0.29 0.52

W-2 (7) 142.3 4.13 .10.4

W-3 (3) 9.6 0.34

CONE = NATION

C-1 ;4) 27.1 1.90 1.97

2
Note: cm sec/ cm = 1.969 ft min/-ft

1 = 0.3323 ft/sec
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TABLE 7. Valli ng Head Test Results

Fabric
Number

Coefficient of Permeability, k
cm/sec x 102

Permittivitv, kF/L
1/sec x 10

NONWOVEN

NW-1 (3) 12.3 14.4

NW-2 (4) 7.8 10.7

NW-3 (4) 1.23 3.36

NW-4 (3) 33.3 11.3

NW-5 (17) 37.8 7.39

WOVEN

W-1 (4) 0.20 0.36

W-2 (7) 1.79 4.47

01 -3 (3) 0.16 0.33

COMBINATION

C-1 (4) 1.07 1.11

No
3
/

,
2 3

cm sec/cm = 1.969 / mi"/

1 cm/sec = 0.0323 ft/sec
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The effect of thickness on the fabric coefficient of rermeability

is illustrated in Figure 20. These data were obtained from tests run

with from one to five lavers of fabric. As the nun her of fabric layers

increased, the coefficient of fabric permeability increased and then

became constant at about twice the value of one layer.

Table 8 compares the variations in the air flow rate that might

occur as a result of different methods of sample selection. Note that

large differences in air flow rates existed between lots. Only small

differences in air flow rates existed for samples taken from the same

lot but selected different methods. As indicated by Table 9,

operator variance for the falling head test is not likely to signifi-

cantly affect calculated values of the coefficient of fabric sermeabi-

lity (k..). Calculated values of
r

varied by no more than seven er-,
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TABLE 8. Effect of Sample Selection on Air Permeability Results

Mean Flow Rate Standard Coefficient of
Eabric Samples ft3/ft2-min Deviation Variation,

Number of
Samples Tested

A 458.3 49.80 10.87 7

NE--4 (4)
B 425.6 43.32 10.18 7

C 319.7 12.03 3.76 5

A 146.2 18.5 12.7 7

W-2 (7) B 147.4 15.68 10.64 7

C 109.4 34.77 31.78 5

A 23.3 1.85 7.92 7

NW-3 (6) 20.6 3.00 14.57 7

C 27.5 4.47 16.30 5

Note: A and B were taken from the same lot. The A samples were cut from one small area. The B samples
were randomly selected from a large area. The C samples originated from a different fabric lot.
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9. Effect of Operator Variance on Falling Head Test Results on
One Fabric Specimen.

Operator A B C

Mean (viscosity/time) 0.2994 0.3001 0.3180

Standard Deviation 0.0087 0.0143 0.0077

Coefficient of
2.91 4.77 2.42

Variation

Number of Timings 7 7

Calculated
Permeability,
(cm/sec)

0.113 0.114 0.120
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VI. DISCUSSION

The fabric coefficient of oermeabilitv is specified for one or both

of two reasons: (1) to prevent the buildup of seepage forces,and (2) to

control particle migration and fabric plugging. While the required fab-

ric coefficient of permeability for a given soil cannot be sd at

this time orior to comoletion of the or000sed filtration test plan, dis-

cussion will focus on the development of a suitable test for its meas-

urement for later use. Sample variability, lot variability, the in-

fluence of the number of fabric layers, operator variability, Problems

encountered during test development, falling head test design features,

and ease of test performance will be considered.

The falling head test equipment was dimensioned with a 5.03 cm (2

in) diameter standpipe and a 2.54 (1 in) diameter fabric opening for

two reasons. First, to enable fabric deairing to be accomplished in a

minimal amount of time and to minimize the amount of deaired water re-

quired, a relatively small volume was reuuired. The second criterion

for dimensioning was to ensure that a reasonable amount of time would

elapse as the water fell between two points for all types of fabric

tested. The time had t long enough so that a reading could be

taken with reasonable accuracy not overly influenced by human reactions.

In addition, large rinse were undesirable, since this would reduce test

The problems of deairinq and time measurement could be

solved by a number of modifications. First, a larger diameter stand-

Pioe would increase the time. However, this would increase the ree-uired
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amount of deaired water. Second, for a smaller diameter standpipe, a

larger head drop could be specified. Although this could increase times

without-. undue increases in water requirements, a physical restraint

would be imposed to record short times at points widely spaced. The

third, and selected, alternative was to choose a standpipe diameter

with a smaller fabric opening. This scheme effectively increases test

times without an increase in deaired water recuirements. With a head

drop between 30 and 10 cm (11.31 and 3.94 in) and a 5.08 cm (2 in)

diameter standpipe accompanied bv a 2.54 cm (1 in) diameter fabric open-

ing, an acceptable range of times was found between 1.5 and 53 seconds.

Another modification that would enable very short times to be recorded

with no human error would be the installation of an electronic timer

connected at the top and bottom water levels. This ago-roach to time

measurement appears to be the most feasible. However, time did not

nc,=it- development of this technique for this study.

To eliminate the effect of any back pressures developed beneath

the fabric during test performance, a cuick opening system at base

was necessary. The rubber stonner scheme effectively =u1=i17-1 this

need. In addition, a further guarantee that any back Pressures would

be relieved could be accomplished by initially filling the permeameter

above the top test line. 3y filling the permeameter 10 cm (3.94 in)

above the top line, free flow during test performance was guaranteed.

This step also ensured adec' st. time to accurately begin recording the

time a t the _op line.

The decision to use deaired e -r was made to eliminate :aria ions

in test results due to varying duantities of e trapped al within the
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fabric and water. In addition, this action eliminated any need for pre-

wetting the samples. Prewetting is commonly applied to ensure saturated

samples. However, for some samples, a fiber coating makes this process

difficult. For samples of this type, the deairing process eliminated

increases in the fabric coefficient of permeability as more tests were

run and the sample became more fully saturated. 70,,,,rn-F01-, the use of

deaired water and fabric should be adopted to eliminate the problems of

prewetting necessary to remove air and to ensure consistent test

results.

Water temperature variations are known to have a significant effect

on the coefficient of Permeability. As ore temperature increases, ore

viscosity of the water decreases, resulting in an apparent increase in

the coefficient of permeability. To standardize all results at one

temperature, the coefficient of permeability is corrected for viscosity

by multiplying k, at test temperature by the ratio of the viscosity at

the test temperature to the viscosity at the standard temperature. The

standard temperature was chosen as 20°C (683F).

Water permeability tests should be performed with distilled or

filtered tap water. Turing the early stages of testing, it was noticed

that the fabric became discolored with successive test runs. 'rap water

impurities would serve to Plug the fabric with time, resulting in a

lower coefficient of fabric permeability. This effect should be

eliminated by using iist 1 1 abred can

Table 3 identifies the of sample select-on on air te-meabi-

lity test results. For two of the three fabric tvncs, the coefficient

of variation was essentially independent of where samples were cut,
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provided that they were taken from the same lot. However, for the

other fabric, the coefficient of variation was much greater when

samples were selected randomly over a large area, rather than when

taken from one localized area. This finding indicates that since f,Thric

variability is high over a large area, samples should be cut over a

large area to obtain a representative value of permeability.

The variation in air permeahilitv results between different lots

of fabric is also exemplified in Table 3. In all cases, there is a 30

to 45 percent variation in the mean flow rate between lots. addi-

tion; for two cases the higher flow rates corresPonded to fabrics with

greater thicknesses. This combination of high flow rates and greater

thicknesses results in even greater variability between coefficients of

permeability. For example, the coefficient of permeability varied by

almost a factor of three between lots for NW-4 (4). Therefore, it can-

not be assumed that the mean permeability will be constant for all

fabric lots. That is, values of permeability should he checked each

time a new roll of fabric is introduced.

Sample area variations should have an effect on the Coefficient Cf

variation. Larger samPles should tend to renresent a more average

value of permeabilit and therefore should have a smaller coefficient

of variation. On the other hand, smaller samples should emphasize more

fabric irregularities and have a corresoondingiv higher coefficient of

variation. Attemc =.-i- made identify 5Hch between the

6.99 cm (2.75 in) diameter air Permeability samole area and the 2.54

cm (1 in) diameter falling head sample usi. a the data in Actendix

However, such trend could be oand for any of the fabric types
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tested. Therefore, at this point, a justified recommendation of sample

size on the basis of coefficient of variation cannot be made.

Since the coefficient of variation shows no consistency between

fabric types, then the number of samples required to achieve a given

accuracy cannot be generally specified. For nonwoven fabrics, the

number of samples required to achieve a mean within five percent of the

true mean at a 95 percent probability level ranged from 4 to 50. For

woven fabrics, the number of required samples ranged from 10 to 69.

Therefore, it appears that, for the sample areas used, seven samples

per fabric may be arbitrarily chosen as the number of tests to run.

Since the specific falling head test was a newly developed method,

it was necessary to consider the variability in results as a =uncton

of operator. Table S identifies test results obtained for one fabric

sample tested by three different operators. The small variation of ten

percent probably occurs as a result of timing errors. These could be

eliminated through the use of an automatic electric timer, as dis-

cussed earlier. However, based on this evidence, it appears that

oPerator variance does not significantly affect the overall test

results.

Figure 20 illustrates the effect of fabric thickness on the coeffi-

cient of permeability. The change in thickness actually results in a

change in gradient since the heads are the same for all thicknesses.

The coefficient of Permeabiliey increases with inc-easing thickness

(=leer of layers) until a constant coefficient of pe'rmeebiljtv

reached at some fabric thickness. It is believed that turbulence is

Prevalent when fewer lavers are tested (i.e. the gradient is higher).
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This is to be exoected since turbulence depends on the Reynolds number,

which depends on the veloci=y Velocity, in turn, depends on the

hydraulic gradient. For the same heads, the hydraulic gradient de-

creases as the thickness increases, thereby decreasing the velocity

until it is within the laminar range. At this point, the coefficient

of permeability assumes a constant value.

Exoerimenallv, the problem of turbulence may be overcome by

either of two methods. 7irst, as evidenced bv the falling head test

results, the number of fabric lavers could be _::creased until the

hydraulic gradient was within the laminar range of flow. However,

estimation of this thickness will probably vary For different fabric

tomes. Moreover, the failina head test would recuire modification

eliminate fabric edge leakage that would occur between the ermea-

meter flanges as a result of the increased fabric thickness.

The second alternative to overcome turbulence would be to Perform

thetests at very low gradients. :=Iroud [15] estimated this limiting

hydraulic gradient of laminar flow to be about needle clinched

fabric. To achieve very low gradients, a constant head test would be

more apl7roorl,e-e Preliminary test development included the use of a

constant head test. The following list identifies the major drawbacks

found in this method:

(1) Tc maintain a constant hea, large volumes of water were neces-

sary, due to the high fabric oermeabilities. made deairing

difficult, if not imposSible.

(2) 7o avoid anv turbulence .,_ -dtting due the rapid in-

flow, care had be taken to iffuse the flow.
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(3) Small heads were very difficult to control accurately.

(4) A constant head test inherently involved an additional measure-

ment the outflow.

Based on these observations, it was concluded that the constant head

test would not represent a quick, simple means of evaluating the fabric

coefficient of permeability. Therefore, minimizing the head with this

apparatus was not considered as an effective solution. The testing of

multiple lavers of fabric should be considered the most viable means

at present of evaluating kf in the laminar range.

Figure 13 illustrates the relationship between air and water

permittivity measured by the falling head test. Further refinement of

this correlation might evolve if truly laminar flow could be accom-

plished through the use of several layers of fabric. Bven at this

point, though, it appears that fabric Permeability can be confidently

predicted with knowledge of the air flow rate. It appears that dif-

F.erences between air and water permittivities are of the same magni-

tude as the effects of turbulence. 711 _`silts of the - tests are

robablv very close to the true laminar flow water values. The final

decision as to mich method is most suitable .e. the air _e eabil

test or the falling head test) must consider the duration and frecuency

of anticipated testing needs. The air permeability test can be der_

formed more cuickly, but initial exnenditures are high. Co the Other

hand, inel costs for falling hea,d oer7eameter are less, but

would be by increased labor time during test .o'erfcrmance.

eref e, arge amounts of testlng co.ld be ormed more economically

with the a ecui=ent.
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VII. SU=RY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fabrics in subdrainage systems perform as either a mechanical sup-

port or as a filter for solids suspended in water. In the first in-

stance, the fabric is in intimate contact with the soil. For upward

flow, Particle migration cannot occur until the soil becomes nick as

the seePage forco overcomes the weight of the soil and the distributed

load from the overburden. An equation was derived to determine the

hydraulic gradient responsible for failure attributed to an excessive

seepage force with the assumption that arching does not occur after the

soil becomes cuick. Arching for this case or for downward or horizontal

Flow will depend on the fabric pore size and the grain size. The

stability of these arches requires experimental investigation.

dirty water is being filtered, the fabric is functioning as a filter.

,lethods from past research on either granc.Lar filters or indus-

trial filtration are suggested as a means of evaluating particle migra-

tion and fahrio plugging or cake formation. Ecuations are expressed in

terms of fabric permeability, a characteristic soil grain size, and/or

the Reynolds number for flow in the soil. An exPerimental design is

procosed to evaluate these suggested relationshios, to determine the

validity of the theoretical failure gradient for upward flow, and to

evaluate the stability of the arches.

The affect of fabric permeability on the line of seebage for a

trench drain was evaluated through the use of a hypothetical example.

At coefficients of permeability greater than that of the soil, there
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was virtually no change sn the Line of seepage with variations in the

coefficient.

A falling head test was designed to measure the fabric permeabil-

ity. The specification of permeability is required to: (1) ensure that

water can be removed without the buildup of excessive seepage forces,

and (2) minimize particle migration. The final design utilized a 5.08

cm (2 in) diameter cylinder with a 2.34 c7. (1 'n) diameter

The system was deaired to eliminate inconsistencies attributed to en-

trapped air.

Air permeability tests were performed for evaluating fabric perme-

ability and for correlation with the falling head test results. Fabric

P,ermeabilities were within the range of 10
-3

to 10
-1

cm/sec (2 x l0
-3

to 2 x 10-1 "'t/min) for the fabrics tested with the nonwoven fabrics

typy having higher permeabilities than the woven fabrics. Water

transmissibility was also expressed in terms of Permittivity to mini-

mize fabric bias based on thickness.

The following conclusions have been derived from the above test

results and analysis:

(1) "":u=7-4vely, the hydraulic failure gradient for upward flow will

depend on the magnitude of the overburden load and the maximum

pore size. Arch stability will be a function of the more size

and the grain size.

(2) A fabric coefficient of permeability as Low as one tenth the soil

permeability will have virtually no effect on the Line of seepage.

(3) Fabric permeability can be accurately predicted from air Permeabil-

ity test results.
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(4) Turbulence across thin fabrics results in the prediction of a low

value of permeability. Without further refinement, the turbulence

results in a more conservative estimate of the coefficient of

bermeability.

(5) Variations between and within fabric lots must be considered in

the evaluation of fabric oermeabilitv.
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As discussed earlier, the decision to select the air permeability

or the water permeability test is strongly dependent upon economics.

Either method can satisfactorily predict the coefficient of permeabil-

ity. The air Permeability test has already been developed for other

textile applications. This section will focus on recommendations for

the Performance of a falling head test.

Appendix A describes the test aPparatus and procedure. The major

features recommended for this test are summarized in the following

list:

(1) To provide reasonable time lengths such that the7 can be recorded

with a manual stoowatch, a 5.08 cm (2 in) diameter standpioe with

a 2.34 cm (1 in) orifice is recommended. The 30 to 10 cm (11.01

to 3.94 in) water level interval yielded consistent results.

(2) Water and fabric deairing is recommended to eliminate variations

due to entrapped air.

(3) Distilled or filtered water should be used to minimize fabric

plugging due to water contam,nnts.

(4) Viscosity corrections should be atoned to eliminate variations

due to changing water temceratures.

(3) A quick ccening mechanism should be employed to ensure free flow

during testing.

(6) Sannles should be selected that are representative of the

(7) The number of samples required should be determined for different
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fabric types and operators such that the mean coefficient of

permeability obtained is within five percent of the true mean at a

probability level of 95 percent.

(8) The value of k calculated under the turbulent conditions may be

used for permeability specifications, since it represents a

conservative estimate.
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IX. Pr'COY\IENDATIOS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

To fully evaluate filtration mechanisms that might be encountered

in subdrainage systems, it is recommended that the following subjects

be considered in future research:

(1) The Pro:- s,--d filtration test Plan should be executed such that

specifications can be more clearly developed.

(2) As mentioned earlier, the number of fabric layers recuired to

ensure laminar flow should be determined experimentally for dif-

ferent fabric types.

(3) The effect of fabric compression or tension on filtration or

permeability should be more clearly defined.

(4) Since it is considered desirable to have intimate contact between

the fabric and soil, fabric flexibility should be evaluated to

determine if the fabric will be able to conform to the share of

any ground irregularities.

(5) The influence of camping and surging Pressures on filtration be-

havior should be investigated both theoretically and experimental-

ly.

(6) The long-term of biological or chemical contaminants

on filtration behavior should he investigated through field
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED TEST METHOD FOR WATER
PERMEABILITY OF FABRICS

1. Scope

1.1 This method covers the Procedure for determining the coeffi-

nt of Permeability and the permittivity of textile fabrics using the

falling head permeameter.

Applicable Documents

2.2 ASTM Standards

D 123 Definitions of Terms ?elating to Textiles

D 1777 Measuring Thickness of Textile Materials

D 1776 Recommended Practice for Conditioning Textiles and Textile
Products for Testing

3. Definitions

3.1 Coefficient of Permeability, n the -,ate of water flow

through a material under a differential pressure between the two Fabric

surfaces expressed in terms of velocity.

3.2 Permittivity, a the ratio of the co&Fi-ient of Permeabil-

ity to the fabric thickness.

3.3 Permeamr, n the ecuiPment used to measure the coeffi-

cient of Permeability and the PermittivitY of a fabric.

3.1 For definitions of other textile terms used in this method,

refer to Definitions D123.
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Sumner v of :1ethod

4.1 The permeameter is filled with distilled, de-aired water. The

water is released and the time for the water surface to drop a specified

distance is recorded. Knowing the time, temperature and fabric thick-

ness, the coeion,-. of permeability and permittivity can be determined.

5. Uses and Significance

5.1 The r'or,FFicint of oermeabilitv is an imoortant factor in the

Performance of fabrics used in civil engineering apPlications such as

highway drainage, erosion control, and separation between subgrade

levers. This property allows for removal of ground water such that

excessive seepage forces or hydrostatic pressures do not reduce the

stability of the surrounding soil.

3.2 Since information on between-laboratory Precision is incom-

plpte, this method is not recommended for accebtance of commercial ship-

ments of fabrics.

6. AbbaY-atus

6.1 Failing Head ?ermeameter (Figure A-I) consisting of a 6.3 cm.

(16 in) high, 3.38 cm (2 in) diameter Plexiglass cylinder with a 2.54 cm

(I in) diameter or'Fi-e and rubber gaskets to clamp the Fabric in place

with the aid of six bolts. The base ocening is ecuirped with a rubber

stccoer and lever 3cr c:uick release during test cerformance. The in-

flow enters through a nozzle near the base. The top of the cylinder is

ecuicced with a nozzle and hose attached to the vacuum source, an
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opening to vent to the atmosphere, and a thermometer.

6.2 A supply of deaired, distilled water. Filtered tap water may

be substituted for distilled water.

6.3 A vacuum pump or aspirator capable of supplying a minimum

vacuum of 63.5 cm (25 in) of mercury.

6.4 An electronic stopwatch.

7. Sampling

7.1 Take a lot sample as directed in the acplicable material

specification. In the absence of such scecifications, take a sample

comcrisinc. ten Percent f the rolls in the shicment.

7.2 Take test scecimens that are representative of the sample

be tested and free from abnormal distortions.

7.3 Cut specimens to a 6.35 cm (2.3 in) diameter.

3. Number of Sc---,cimnns and Number of Test Runs

8.1 T..7nless otherwise agreed upon (as in material specifications),

select the number of specimens such that at the 95% Probability level,

the test result is within 56 of the true mean. 7-s.,,'=-mn= the number of

specimens as follows:

8.1.1 Reliable Estimate of v When there is a reliable

estimate of based on Past tests ef similar materials, calculate the

n,71.br of scecimens using Ecua'on

n = (t- x = 0.154 x (A-7)

wnere: n = number of scecimens (rounded upward to a whole number)
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v = reliable estimate of the coefficient of variation of
individual observations on similar materials in the user's
laboratory under conditions of single operator precision

t = 1.96, the value of Student's t for infinite degrees of
freedom for two-sided limits, and a 95% probability level

A = 5.0% of the average, the value of the allowable variation.

8.1.2 No reliable estimate of v -- If no estimate of v is

available, test seven specimens. This number of specimens is calculated

using v = 6.7% of the average. When a reliable estimate of v becomes

available, use Equation A-1 tc determine the number of specimens.

8.2 For each operator, determine the number of test runs after

first running seven timings on one specimen.

8.2.1 Use Equation A-2 to estimate the number of timings

required.

n
t
= (t

2
x v

2
)/A

2
= 0.154 v

2

where: n
t
= number of timings (rounded upward to a whole number)

(A-2)

v = estimate of the coefficient of variation from the seven
preliminary timings

t = 1.96, the value of Student's t for infinite degrees of
freedom for two-sided limits and a 95% probability level

A = 5.0% of the average, the value of the allowable variation

8.2.2 If n is less than one, obtain two timings.

8.2.3 When a reliable estimate of n becomes available for

different time lengths, the operator may assume those values for future

runs of the same duration.
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9. Conditioning

9.1 Measure thickness as prescribed in Standard Method 9 1777 in

the standard atmosphere for tasting, as described in Recommended Prac-

tice 0 1776 for each fabric type, with the following exception:

9.1.1 Apply a uniform pressure of 5 g/cm
2

(0.371 psi) over

2
an area of 5 cm- ;0.73

10. Procedure

10.1 Place fabric between flanges. Fasten securelv with bolts and

wing nuts.

10.2 Ensure that all permeamater external openings are sealed.

That is, place storcer on too vent and situate lever over bottom plug.

10.3 Andy a vacuum of 63.3 cm (25 in) of mercury.

10.4 Fill permeameter to the top mark with the vacuum still

applied. .

10.5 Record the temperature.

10.6 Remove the top rubber stooPer to vent the permeameter to the

atmosPhere.

10.7 Release ode bottom lever and Plug. Record the time for the

water level to fall from the 30 cm. (11.31 in) mark to the 10 cm (3.94

in) mark with the stopwatch.

10.8 Re'---eat Steps 10.2 through 10.7 for additional timings.

10.9 :Determine the average test time for each sample.
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13. Precision and Accuracy

The precision and accuracy of this method is being established.
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APPENDIX 3

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Air Permeability Results

To Calculate Permeability, K

k =
A

where: c = flow rate, ft
3
/min

= absolute viscosity of air at room temperature

L = fabric thickness, ft

3? = pressure drop across fabric, psf

A = cross sectional area, ft

105

(3-1)

at 21.1°C (70°F) and 65% relative humidity, = 133.79 micr000ises
(Weast, "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics," op. ?-43)

1 dyne = 2.248 x 10
-6

Lbf

I Poise = I dyne.sec/cm

= 133.79 x 10 aynes m x.sec/c2 2.243 10-6 lb/dyne x

(2.34 cm/in) x (12 in/ft) = 3.333 x 10-7 'b.s=c/=t2

lP: All fabrics tested at 0.3" water pressure drop across the fabric

2:2
:h inches
12 in/ft

= 3.6/12 ft x 62.314 bcf = 2.6 psf

Note: at 70°F = 32.314 Pcf

A: .== I =t2 (Valns of flow rate spere.' oar one ft2)



Substituting the values of and A into Equa,on 3-1:

K = q (,.2,L,/,? A)

K
3.33S x 10

-7
ih.sec/ft

2
x 1 min/60 sec a (ft

3
/min) L ft

K = 2.46 x 10
-9 cLft

To convert to SI units:

(2.6 1h/ft
2
) (1 ft)

-9 ?
K = 2.46 x 10 x (30.48 cm/ft; a

106

(3-2)

-3
= 7.50 x 10 a L cm

2
(3-2)

q and L in units and it, res,osctivelv.

To Calculate the Ccef nt of ?erceabilitv, -H

=

-2000

= unit w,-,ght of water at 2002 (630F)

20°-
= viscositv of water at 2300 (68'F)

2b/:r3
k = K = 2.95 x 10'3 K ft/s

x 10 ib.s/ft-

k
a
= 3.99 x 10-

k in units of f

Statistical Calculations

Standard Deviation: S
2

(3-4)

(3-5)

(3-6)

(3-7)



where: n = number of samples

Mean:

y
i
= sample value of flow rate

7
V.

1=1

n

107

(3-8)

-
Coefficient of Variation: = s/y x 100% (3-9)

Using a Student's t distribution, the number of samo1=-5 --g-aui-ed to

obtain a mean within five percent of the true mean at 95 p4,)-cent

probability level 0.

n
93

= 0.154

?

At a 90 aercent probability level: n = 0.103 )
90

. At an 30 percent probabilitv

Examcle

Given:

and;

= 450.3 :c /can

L = 3.53 x 10 ft

= 0.066 3 (3-12)

K = 2.46 x 10
-9

n L =t- (3-2)

= (2.45 x 13
-9

1(458.3)(3.33 : 10
-3

)

-D
= 9.7 x 10 = 3.99 x 13 cm



k_ = 2.95 x 10
-6

x 10
-6

K = 2.95 x 10
6

x 9.7 x 10
-9

= 2.86 x l0

= 3.72 x 10
-1

cm/sec

From orevious testinci it is known that:

s = 49.80

v = 458.29 ft /min

= 49.30/458.29 x 100 = 10.37%

Therefore:

2
n = 0.154 = (0.154)(70.37) = 19 samples
95

2
n90 = 0.108 ') = (0.108)(10.37) = 13 samples

n
30

= 0.066 (0.366)(10.37)
2

= 3 samples

Water 9eroeabllitv Results

To Calculate the Coefficiema of ,R=>rmeabili-v at 20, k=

h.

=
a

k,
At -

20

where: a = area of standnioe =

_ _ 2
A = samole area =

h
4
= oricimal belch: of water above fabric sammie = 30 --,

= final he1:75no of water above fabric samole = 19 cm

103

(3-5)
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t=timeforwatertofallfromh.to h.., seconds
1

= viscosity of water at test temPeratare, op
"T.

= viscosity of water at 20°C, cm
20

Example

Given:

Then:

= fabric thickness, cm

k_ = 7/7;4 in 30/10 ._:,/1.00 L/t

= 4.3857 E., 1.:T/t

= 0.2614 cm = 0.7491

Temp = 33° t = 1.39 sec

k_ = (4.3357)(0.2614)(0.7491/1.39)

= 5.08 x 10 cm/sec

From treviou.s testing it is known that:

s - 0.0,366

-1
= 5.2/ x 10 cm/se-

= 0.0366/6.27 x 13 100 =

n
95

90

- 0.154

= 3.103

= 0.066

t =

- =

2 =

3

6

4

samples

samples

samPles



TA3LE 3-1. Viscosity of Water

Terarerature, °C Viscosity, 33

20 1.0020

23 0.9325

25 0.3904

26 0.3705

27 0.3513

28 0.8327

29 0.3143

30 0.7975

31 0.7303

32 0.7647

33 0.7491

34 0.7340

35 0.7194

36 0.70)52

37 0.6915

33 0.6733

39 0.6654

40 0.6529

From: Handlcoo:: of ',:hemistrY and Physics," R.:. Weast, ed., 51st ed.,
The c,lemc,,,i Tubber Coroanv, 1?0, 736.
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C

TEST RESULTS



TABLE C-I. Summary of Air Permeability Test Results

Number
Fabric oC
N Limb or Samples

Plow Rate
- 3 . 2iL-/mln/tt. Standard

Coefficient
of

Variation
%

Number of Samples
Required

n_
95

n
90 "BOMaximum Minimum Mean, 57 Deviation

NONWOVEN

NW-1 (3) 7 385 340 357.4 18.0 5.0 4 3 2

NW-2 (4) 1 340 256 300.5 30.9 10.3 17 12 7

NW-3 (4) 7 102.5 63.5 70.0 12.5 15.8 39 27 17

NW-4 (3) 7 315 277.5 295.1 12.9 4.4 3 3 2

NW-5 (17) 7 208.5 136 175.8 .23.1 13.1 27 19 12

WOVEN

W-1 (4) 7 7.7 6.4 7.2 0.5 6.9 8 6 4

W-2 (7) 7 169 124 142.8 17.0 11.9 22 16 10

W-3 (3) 7 11.6 7.2 9.6 1.3 13.4 28 20 12

COMBINATiON

u-t (4) 7 33.8 23.5 27.1 3.6 13.4 28 20 12

Ncm/cmote; 1 C/CM - 'S(C
, , 3 2

= 1.969 EL /tt -min.


